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Inbrief:

but surely I need
a lawyer?
your lawyer can come along, but

as an advisor, not an arguer. and,

‘once a settlement agreement

has been drawn up, both the

parties and their lawyers must

go through it before it is signed,’

says schneider. But having lawyers

there can pose problems, points

out ebrahim. ‘many lawyers are

not familiar with the mediation

process, and we often end up

mediating between the lawyers.’

Besides, she says, you don’t need

their support: ‘the mediator

is there to protect your rights

– and those of your children.’

and qualIfIcatIons?
mediators are often lawyers,

social workers or psychologists,

but there are also accountants

and doctors who are qualified

mediators. training is done through

the Family mediators association

of the Cape (FamaC), the media-

tion institute of southern africa

(misa) and the Family and marriage

society of sa (Famsa). all family

mediators will soon have to be

registered with the south african

national Council of mediators

(sanCom). ‘above all,’ says

schneider, ‘mediators are neutral,

excellent listeners who are able

to identify the core issues quickly,

are able to guide – as opposed to

judge – and draw up a settlement

in the best interests of all.’

can I go through
medIatIon If I am
already dIvorced?
yes. ‘mediation is there to solve

family disputes around custody,

maintenance and anything

else that may arise concerning

children,’ says schneider. it

doesn’t matter how long you

have been separated, or what

the nature of your relationship

is or was. if you are struggling

with a seemingly insurmountable

issue that is rooted in the law,

then mediation is still an option.

ediation is a legal

imperative in

a separation or

divorce where

there are children involved, but it’s

also gaining favour as a cheaper

(and better) way to separate – kids

or no kids.

why Is It popular?
it’s quicker and cheaper. ‘each

session is one and a half to two

hours, and on average there are

three to six weekly, or two-weekly,

sessions,’ says Craig schneider,

head of Craig schneider asso-

ciates, attorneys and mediators.

prices for private mediation range

from r500 to r1200 per hour, but

it’s also freely available through

the office of the Family advocate.

‘and,’ says Wahida parker from

equillore, a firm that specialises in

dispute settlement, ‘family matters

are highly emotional, and often

the courts aren’t the best places

for that, since they’re concerned

with the letter of the law.’

what about
the process?
‘a mediator is concerned with

what else [needs to be said],’ says

schneider.’ to discuss matters in

this way is ‘an investment in the

emotional wellbeing of the whole

family,’ agrees shereen ebrahim,

who heads up the Western Cape

office of the Family advocate. ‘it’s

a means of formalising a separation

in which both parents determine

what is best for their children

and themselves in a controlled,

non-confrontational environment.’

M
ismediation

a better way to
divorce?

where it
gets tricky
addIctIon
If one of the parties is an
addict, the mediator can
request that a social worker
evaluate that person and
submit a report. ‘The mediator
then mediates around that
issue, as opposed to hearing
arguments about whether it
exists or not,’ says Ebrahim.

domestIc vIolence
Physical abuse is an issue
that needs to be dealt with
in court, says Schneider. ‘But
if interdicts have been issued
where there are children
involved, mediation can begin
around custody.’ In the case
of financial or emotional
abuse, those issues usually
become apparent in the
mediation process, and a
mediator will ensure that
your rights and those of your
children are protected in the
final settlement. You are also
entitled to call a psychologist
or a social worker to the
mediation, provided you
notify the mediator and the
other party is in agreement.

To find out about private
mediation in your area, visit:
FAMAC – www.famac.co.za
MISA – www.mediation.org.za
FAMSA – www.famsa.org.za
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